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ABSTRACT

This paper describes SML team’s question-answering system for world history short essay-type question at NTCIR-13 QALab-3 [1]. Our system consists of an extraction module and an compression module. In the extraction module, we identify the theme and the focus of a question, and extract several sentences from a glossary of world history that are appropriate for the theme and the focus. In the compression module, we compared three compression methods based on manually-designed compression rules, statistics from a corpus, and a hybrid of the both.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We developed a system for solving the world history exams of the University of Tokyo. The questions in the exams are classified into three types: long essay, short essay, and factoid questions. We created a new question-answering system for the short essay-type questions. Figure 1 provides an example of the short essay questions and a model answer.

In our previous system [2], we extracted sentences from knowledge sources based on the surface similarity to the question sentence. The system could not deal with a question such as: “Describe the league of cities established in Northern Italy, using no more than 30 English words,” in which the theme of the question (i.e., Lombardia Alliance) is not mentioned explicitly. When the theme is not written in the question, it is difficult to extract appropriate sentences by using the surface similarity to the question. In addition, we did not consider the focus of the question. For instance,

the following question asks about the reason but not the result of a historical fact: “Explain the reason that Christians were persecuted the Roman Emperor within 60 characters.” We hence need to extract a sentence describing the reason but not the result of the persecution of Christians in Roman Empire, which is not easy only with the surface similarity.

Another problem in the previous system was that the answer was made from the extracted sentences simply by dividing them at the punctuation marks and selecting the segments most similar to the question. However, to achieve a higher score, it is necessary to make a short and good answer that includes important information scattered across the extracted sentences by deleting unnecessary words.

The new system consists of two modules: the extraction module (§2.1) and the compression module (§2.2). In the extraction module, we identify the theme and the focus of the question. Next, an item is selected from a glossary of world history, and the sentences in the item which match the focus of the question are extracted. We compared three methods in the compression module: a rule-based method, a query-oriented summarization method, and a hybrid method. The rule-based method compresses the extracted sentences according to several compression rules. The query-oriented summarization method compresses the extracted sentences based on the Query Snowball (QSB) [3]. The hybrid method compresses the extracted sentences using both the rules and the QSB score.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the question-answering system. Section 3 describes the evaluation results. Section 4 provides an analysis and discuss the evaluation results.
2. SYSTEM

In this section, we first describe how we identify the theme and the focus of a question to extract appropriate sentences. We then explain the three compression methods.

2.1 Extraction Module

First, we analyze the question sentence using KNP\(^3\), and extract the nouns which depend on specific phrases such as “述べよう (describe)” and “説明せよ (explain).” We identify the categories of the theme and the focus of the question from those nouns. For example, when the question is “Describe the league of cities established in Northern Italy, using no more than 30 English words,” the category of its theme is “Organization” and the focus is “Activity.”

In order to identify the category of the theme, we made a nouns dictionary that consists of 980 nouns classified into 23 categories. The categories are those defined in the World History Event Ontology (EVT)\(^4\). The nouns were extracted from the first sentences of the Wikipedia pages defined in the EVT. For example, “Eratosthenes” is classified into the “Person” category in the EVT. Nouns such as “mathematician” and “poet” are extracted from the first sentence of Wikipedia page of the “Eratosthenes”:

Eratosthenes of Cyrene was a Greek mathematician, geographer, poet, astronomer, and music theorist.

These nouns are used as the keywords that indicate the theme of the question is under the “Person” category.

We manually classified the items in the glossary into 23 categories. We extract the items which are in the same category as the theme. We also extract time and location expressions from the question and exclude the items that include a time or location expression that does not match those in the question. For each of the remaining items, we calculate the surface similarity between its explanation sentences and the question sentences. We select the item having the highest similarity as the theme. If more than one item have the same, highest similarity, all these items are identified as the theme. If the nouns extracted from the question has an item in the glossary, we simply regard the noun as the theme.

We identify the focus by using the nouns extracted from the question. We manually made a list of nouns expressing a focus in advance (Table 1). If the list includes the extracted noun, the focus associated to it is identified as the focus of the question. We manually made a list of nouns expressing a focus in advance (Table 1). If the list includes the extracted noun, the focus associated to it is identified as the focus of the question. For each of the remaining items, we calculate the number of characters in the answer sentence. If the number of characters of the last compression candidate is made by combining \(s_1\) and \(s_2\). The answer is output as the answer.

5) If the compressed sentences is longer than the character limit, compress the next answer candidates by using the compression rules.

The compression rules are:

a) Delete parenthesized phrases.

b) Delete conjunctions at the beginning of the sentences.

c) Delete adverbs.

d) Delete time expressions.

e) Delete adnominal phrases one by one from the beginning of the sentence.

We repeat the algorithm until the system outputs a sentence for the answer. If the number of characters of the last compressed sentence is more than the character limit, the output is blank.

2.2.2 Query-Oriented Summarization Method

The second method is based on the subtree extractive summarization via submodular maximization proposed by Morita et al.\(^5\). First, we analyze the extracted sentences by using KNP. We repeatedly add valid subtrees to the answer while the number of characters in the answer is less than the characters limit. The valid subtrees are the subtrees of a dependency tree including the root of the sentence. At each

---

Table 1: Nouns expressing a focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>focus</th>
<th>noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>内容 (Content)</td>
<td>内容 (content)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>原因 (Reason)</td>
<td>原因 (reason), 动因 (incentive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>結果 (Result)</td>
<td>結果 (result)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>開業 (Establishment)</td>
<td>開業 (establishment), 開始 (process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>過程 (Process)</td>
<td>過程 (process), 過程 (process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>変化 (Change)</td>
<td>変化 (change), 変遷 (transition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>情勢 (Situation)</td>
<td>情勢 (situation), 勢向 (trend)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>様式 (Character)</td>
<td>様式 (character), 形式 (character)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>活動 (Activity)</td>
<td>活動 (activity), 行為 (perform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>役割 (Role)</td>
<td>役割 (role)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the compression module, we make the answer by compressing the sentences extracted by the extraction module. We compared three compression methods.

---

\(^2\)K792W10-2 The University of Tokyo, 2009

\(^3\)http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/?KNP

\(^4\)http://researchmap.jp/zoeai/event-ontology-EVT/
a theme but the system failed to extract it. For instance, the system failed to identify the correct theme “儒学 (Confucianism)” on the following question:

**Question:** それぞれで複数の有力な思想の一つにすぎなかった儒学が、他の思想とは異なる特別な地位を与えられたのは、前漢半ばであった。その後が～をいった出来事について 60 字以内で説明しなさい。

(During the middle of the Former Han era Confucianism, which up until that point had been merely one of several valid schools of thought, was given a special position of prominence, separate from other schools of thought. Explain, in 30 English words or less, what event led to this.)

“儒学 (Confucianism)” was not extracted as the theme because it does not depend on the key phrase “説明させよ (explain).”

On the following question, the system also failed to identified the correct theme “ツンドト闘争 (Zunftkämpfe).”

**Question:** 西ヨーロッパでは中世都市が発展するとき、おもに工業生産者からなるツンドトによって～成立を～形成され、彼らが主体とするツンドト闘争が各地で起こった。この闘争は誰に対する何を求めた闘争だったか。30 字以内で記述しなさい。

(In Western Europe, the development of medieval cities led to the formation of organizations, called Zunft, consisting primarily of handicraftsmen. The Zunft which they led engaged in battles in various regions. In 15 English words or less, explain who these battles were against, and what they demanded.)

If a key word of world history is in the question, we should identify the key word as the theme.

In 4 out of 22 questions, we could extract sentences that include at least one of the nuggets. We analyzed to compare the hybrid compression method with the query-oriented summarization method. There were differences in the nuggets covered by the two methods on 2 questions. These questions are shown below:

**Question:** 日本は下線部①の連合組織に参加し、後に脱退した。脱退の経緯を60文字以内で記せ。（Japan participated in the federation in underlined section (1), but then left it. Explain, in 30 English words or less, what led to leaving the federation.)

**Nugget:** 日本はリットン調査団の報告を不服としました。（Japan challenged the Lyttton Commission’s report.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extracted sentence: 国際連盟脱退は1933年3月、日本は、連盟総会でリットン調査団報告に基づく満州撤兵などの勧告案が、42対1で採択された</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

5<ref>L792W10-2> The University of Tokyo, 2010
6<ref>P792W10-11> The University of Tokyo, 2014
7<ref>B792W10-2> The University of Tokyo, 2001

---

3. RESULT OF THE TEST RUN

We participated in the phase 2 of the test-run. We submitted the answers to the short-essay questions and the factoid questions. The answer to the factoid questions were produced by our previous system [2]. For the short-essay questions, we submitted two runs. In the run 1, we used the hybrid compression method. In the run 2, we used a method based on the query-oriented summarization, where we deleted conjunctions at beginning of the sentences and the concatenation of each pair of them. That is, when extracted sentences are \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n \), the answer candidates are:

\[
\{ s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n \} \cup \bigcup_{1 < j} \{ s_i + s_j \}
\]

The list of answer candidates is made by sorting them in the descending order of their QSB scores. Thereafter, they are compressed in turn in the same manner as the rule-based method. Because answer candidates of this method are more than those of rule-based method, we can output the answer among more choices of answer candidates.

4. ANALYSIS

In 18 out of 22 questions, none of the extracted sentences were appropriate for the question. On the majority of them (8 questions), the question sentences explicitly mention to
The nugget is included only in the answer of Run 1, because the QSB score of “サウード家 (house of Saud)” was zero and hence deleted. On these question, because the average number of the extracted sentences was about 1.8, they do not have to be compressed and there was little difference between the answer of the two run. We cannot conclude which compression method is better.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper described the question-answering system for the world history short essay-type questions and the result of phase 2. There was no significant difference between the performances of a rule-based and statistics-based compression methods. The analysis of the test-run results revealed a need for a more accurate detection of the theme of the question.
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